
Senate hearings in the matter of Dr. Christine Blasey Ford’s accusation of attempted rape by 
Judge Brett Kavanaugh, like the former episode involving Anita Hill, dramatize a conflict 
between a stated cultural value of women versus gendered norms of judicial authority. In the 
world of the Hebrew Bible and its neighbors gendered assumptions of judicial authority run 
parallel to the present drama. 
 
One Mesopotamian source promotes a comparatively weak male deity, Qingu, over his female 
counterpart, Tiamat. Tiamat bequeaths a symbol of authority, the “tablet of destinies,” to Qingu. 
The tablet of destinies consolidates power, including judicial power, into a single figure whose 
decree is final. She utters Qingu’s entitlements, saying, “I have delivered to you the rule of all 
the gods. You are indeed exalted, my spouse, you are renowned, Let your command prevail over 
all the Anunnaki… Your order may not be changed, let the utterance of your mouth be firm” 
(EnEl II 40-44).  
 
I have two observations to make regarding the apparent gender norms and their consequence. 
First, the text shows no signs of reluctance about Qingu’s ownership of the tablet regardless of 
his inferiority to Tiamat. Supreme command, it seems, is deigned to males without consideration 
of comparable or superior female merit. Second, the tablet and its concomitants are singular. 
There is no competing tablet of destinies owned by a rival that would contradict the decree of 
Qingu. The tablets centripetal force on authority preempts dissent perhaps as its most distinctive 
feature—the decree will not change (despite alternatives) and it is firm (regardless of protest). 
The divine judge is indominable.  
 
The situation is different in the Hebrew Bible because of its monotheism. A judicial scene in Job 
2:1 introduces the figures attendant in this judicial scene: “One day the heavenly beings came to 
present themselves before the Lord, and Satan came also among them to present himself before 
the Lord.” The scene consists of three figures that are at least grammatically masculine. Other 
texts certainly depict Yahweh with feminine imagery but here Yahweh’s grammatical gender is 
flatly masculine (2:2ff. ). The same is true for the Satan, whose as indicated by masculine verbal 
conjugations and pronouns. The phrase translated by the NRSV as “heavenly beings” is literally 
“the sons of God” (bĕnê hāʾĕlōhîm). In this phrase gender depends on the semantics of “sons” in 
Hebrew. There is a commonplace parallel expression, “sons of Israel,” where usage requires 
inclusion of non-males.  The most that can be said about female deities presiding in Yahweh’s 
court is that the text is silent.  
 
The court proceedings, which consist solely of male grammar, proceed in celebration of Job’s 
virtue in the face of suffering. The divine judge asks Satan, the court prosecutor:  

 
Have you considered my servant Job? There is no one like him on the earth, a blameless 
(tām) and upright man who fears God and turns away from evil. He still persists in his 
integrity (maḥăzîq bĕtummātô), although you incited me against him, to destroy him for no 
reason (Job 2:3 NRSV).  
 

Two times Yahweh praises Job with inflections from the root tāmam. Job is, according to the 
divine Judge, “blameless” (tām) and he keeps his “integrity” (tummâ).  Readers are transported 
out of the divine court into the terrestrial sphere into Job’s suffering accompanied by his spouse. 



With the appearance of the first female presence, Job’s integrity is powerfully contrasted with 
the morally ambiguous spouse. She interrogates Job who by now is smitten from head to toe with 
sores: “Do you still persist in your integrity (maḥăzîq bĕtummātekā)? Curse God, and die” (2:9). 
The repetition of the phrase for which Yahweh approves of Job, namely “to persist in integrity,” 
recycled through Job’s spouse sets up a juxtaposition between male, integrity (tummâ), and 
divine praise versus female, death, and divine scorn. 
 
Both representations of judicial authority in the ancient world reproduce male assumptions about 
power that reduce or excise women. Job’s prose prelude excludes women from judicial concerns 
entirely except to provide contrast to support the virtues it approves. The narrative of Enuma 
Elish does not even acknowledge female qualification for judicial authority. Tiamat bestows her 
male counterpart with ultimate authority as though there were never any alternative. 
 
Dr. Ford, like Job’s wife, provides counterpoint, it seems, for the reproduction of judicial values. 
She is feeling, aggrieved, and expressive—female. Her opponent, the embodiment of judicial 
values, is thinking (Yale graduate), resolute (unmoved by dissent), and, with clenched teeth, 
maintains his integrity (consistent)—male. Judge Kavanaugh, it seems, is simply performing the 
values of judicial authority that is expected of him. He is unmoved by dissent, unfeeling, and 
indominable. Any concession to Dr. Ford would not only disqualify him morally, it would sully 
the potency of his judicial powers to quash dissent. Unlike Qingu, the “utterance of his mouth” 
would be mutable. It remains to be seen in the coming weeks whether or not the American senate 
can imagine a judiciary beyond the current binary paradigm.  
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